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Methodology
The insights into recruitment trends, employment 
benefits, workplace culture, skills data and 
views on the economic outlook are based on a 
survey conducted in November and December 
2020 which received just over 230 responses 
from a broad range of SMEs and multinationals.  
The survey was conducted in partnership with 
Grant Thornton, Maynooth University and the 
County Kildare Chamber.

The salary data has been compiled using 
information gathered during 2020 on job listings, 
job offers and candidate registrations across the 
various divisions of Clark Recruitment as well 
as a survey conducted in November/December 
2020 and research of both regional and national 
salary reports in December 2020 and January 
2021.

Data gathered is from individuals and companies 
who are predominantly located along the M7 
corridor and included those based in West 
Dublin, Citywest, North and South Kildare as well 
as the bordering counties of Carlow, Wicklow 
and Laois.

We would like to thank all those who participated 
in the survey, providing valuable insights and 
market analysis. 
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Working collaboratively clark, Maynooth university, county kildare chamber and grant 
thornton have come together to produce a valuable survey on talent resourcing, skills, 
workplace culture, ways of working and future trends for business success.

The unwelcome arrival of the CoviD-19 pandemic in 2020, the exit of the UK from the 
European union, the political instability and volatility we have seen in the world has 
certainly had an impact on how we have started 2021 versus how we thought we might 
be starting this time last year. 

What we have learned is that we are highly adaptable, innovative, capable of embracing 
change, highly resilient and that as human beings we need connection. 

our workforce survey looked at ways of working both before, during and post 2020. 
its safe to say that breakout rooms, virtual backgrounds, virtual whiteboards, flexible 
working arrangements and screen sharing will continue to be part of our future. We can 
look forward to continuing to working with and meeting people virtually in their homes. 
Connection, be it in person or using all the digital platforms available is vital.

We wanted to know what businesses and employees “felt” this year would hold in 
terms of the economy. More than 1/2 - 52% of companies surveyed are optimistic and 
expect their organisation’s activity to increase in the next 12 months. in comparison, 
49% of employees surveyed held a more neutral view whilst still expecting to see 
increases in their organisation’s activity. 

Not surprisingly, companies moved to recruiting more temporary and contract staff in 
2020 which is the pattern when the economy buckles – interestingly, 63% of companies 
we surveyed expect to hire additional staff in 2021 with 67% of those being permanent 
positions. That’s good news. 

Salary levels and benefits continue to play a significant role in the attraction and 
retention of people with the importance of working arrangements such as flexible and 

remote working becoming more significant now that both employers and employees 
have experienced them. 

Skills shortages are anticipated to make recruitment challenging for 48% of companies 
in 2021 with the impact of skills shortages effecting the ability to deliver projects for 
43% and continue with planned growth or expansion for 40%.

Employees look at skills shortages through a different lens and whilst recognising 
that it impacts an organisations ability to deliver projects (36%), the bigger impact 
is on staff morale at 57%. With employers measuring this at just 22%, it seems there 
is a gap in perspective.

The area of wellbeing is well and truly on the benefits agenda with both employers 
and employees realising the shared impact wellbeing has on performance and 
morale. Understanding these changes will help guide us all as we navigate the year 
ahead.

We look forward to lockdown becoming something that happened in the past and 
to connection continuing to play a vital role in how we work together in the future. 

Deirdre
deirdre coghlan Murray
Managing director

introduction
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BuSineSS optiMiSM deSpite oBStacleS 
it is hard to believe that it is just over one year since covid-19 emerged on the global 
stage, and just short of a year since ireland entered lockdown for the first time. 
the ‘stop-go’ economy since then has had a severe impact, especially on those 
employees and business owners that have not been able to trade consistently. 
the past year saw some of the lowest ever readings across business sentiment 
surveys and, despite strong labour market interventions from government, also 
saw redundancies ramp up rapidly and unemployment levels surpass 20%. 

of course, Covid-19 was not the only major issue weighing on the economy 
last year. Brexit, and the terms of trade between the EU and the UK remained 
unresolved until close to the end of the transition period, when a Free Trade 
agreement was announced. The uncertainty up until that moment had acted as a 
drag on business planning and investment for a considerable period. Predictions 
for economic growth were veering towards the worst case scenario of a ‘messy 
Brexit’ and ongoing Covid-19 restrictions. With a Free Trade agreement in place, 
prospects for the economy have risen somewhat. From an expected decline in 
2020 of 7-8%, the economy is expected to post growth of 3-4% in the year ahead. 

With the economy in an ongoing ‘stop-go’ cycle, it would be easy to assume that 
business sentiment remains low. The news of vaccine approvals, albeit with roll-
out proving to be more challenging than first expected, is providing a sense of 
light at the end of the tunnel. after almost a year of learning to manage around 
Covid-19 and with Brexit more or less sorted, the fundamental resilient spirit of 
irish businesses and consumers appears to be cutting through. This has been 
evident in national surveys such as the Purchasing Managers Survey which ended 
2020 showing stronger expansion mood as stockpiling ahead of Brexit and some 
pre-Christmas service sector cheer came through.

 

The glimmer of optimism is further evident in 
this survey of Kildare based businesses and 
employees. With just over half of employers 
optimistic about the wider economic climate and 
close to 63% expecting to recruit staff in 2021, 
there is a sense that hope is winning out over 
despair. For employees, a lower proportion (28%) 
were positive about the wider economic climate, 
with almost half neutral on the issue. 

The past year has pushed employers and 
employees to adapt rapidly to new ways of 
working. With agility and adaptability coming to 
the fore, it is encouraging to see that training 
and development, a mainstay of economic 
competitiveness, has remained high on Kildare 
employer’s agendas. almost nine in every ten 
employers provided staff training in the past year 
and 75% plan to provide training in the year ahead. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, digital technology skills 
are identified as requiring significant upskilling. 

The start of the year has seen some reality bite 
into the initial optimism around vaccine rollout 
as the pace of vaccinating has not reached the 
level people expected. That said, the overriding 
outlook appears to be one of hope and optimism.

andrew Webb, chief economist, economic advisory, grant thornton econoMic overvieW 
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92% were optimistic (52%) or neutral (40%) about the wider economic climate

49% expect their organisations activity levels 
to increase in the next 12 months

econoMic outlook - vieW on the future 
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59% expect their organisations activity levels to 
increase in the next 12 months

eMployer econoMic outlook - poSitivity and productivity
eMployee econoMic outlook - 
poSitivity and productivity

 

77%

 

49%

77% were optimistic (28%) or neutral (49%) 
about the wider economic climate

92% 52% 40% 

63% expect to recruit staff in the next year
with 67% of that made up permanent staff

59% 63% 
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retention and recruitMent Strategy

SalarieS and BenefitS - eMployerS
44% of employers intend to increase salaries in the next 12 months

58% of organisations believe it is important to be transparent about how pay levels are set

16% of respondents are aware of a gender pay gap in their organisation

eMployee - Salary

eMployee - career 
progreSSion/opportunity 

61% 20% 27% 87% 

61% dissatisfied with 
the current salary

20% of salaries have decreased 
in the last 12 months

27% of salaries have increased 
in the last 12 months

87% have had no change in 
benefits in the last 12 months

47% felt they did not have the scope for career 
progression within their organisation

47%
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Benefits offered by employers:

Flexible work hours 

Mobile phone

Bonus

Pension-defined contribution

Parking 

Educational assistance

organisations have reported
no change in benefits in the last year

44% 58% 16% 
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67% 

58% 

56% 

55% 

53% 

51% 

78% 
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retention and recruitMent Strategy
eMployee - influencing factorS When changing joBS
28% have changed employer in the last year

top 4 factorS Which influence a joB Move:

recruitMent activity 
and practiceS

28% of employers are considering 
outsourcing services

top 3 reaSonS for recruitMent teMporary Staff - 

 Meet peaks in demand          access specific skills         Ensure flexibility of staffing costs

77% of companies have either increased staff numbers (30%) 
or remained the same (47%) in the last 12 months.

58% Recruit directly advertising online. 47% use word of mouth. 
 30% outsource to a Recruitment Consultancy.

89% use Face to face interviews when recruiting. 
 42% are now using video technology when interviewing.

The recruitment process normally takes 2 interviews (64%).

19% use psychometric profiling. 18% use aptitude assessments.

 

 

28% 

1. improved salary
and benefits (68%)

2. Work Life Balance 
(57%)

3. Career opportunities 
(54%)

4. Location 
(51%)

68% 57% 54% 51% 

0 25 50 75 100

 

 

 

 

 

 

77% 
58% 
89% 
64% 

18% 
19% 

1 2 3
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like the many respondents to this survey, the School of Business in Maynooth 

university has worked hard over the last twelve months to deliver our work in new 

ways while positively engaging students and colleagues. also like you, we seek to 

retain the positive features of recent changes while greatly appreciating the value 

of workplace interactions and relationships. this survey gives a glimpse into the 

opportunities for greater workplace effectiveness going forward. Specifically, the 

responses from this survey highlight the importance of positive workplace cultures 

that provide fair, developmental and empowering work arrangements.

 

it is so encouraging to see that 88% of organisations continued to invest in the 

development of employees in 2020. 75% of employers arranged for external training in 

2020 and the same intend to do so again in 2021. Looking forward, three developmental 

needs are consistently reported in the areas of ‘Digital Business’ (93%) ‘Leadership 

Skills’ (84%) and ‘Sustainable Business Practices’ (75%). as these areas increasingly 

pervade organisational life, employers recognise the value of expert led, upskilling 

on these topics. indeed, these are growth topics in University curriculums also and 

our School of Business has recently launched professional certificates targeting these 

areas. inside organisations, the need to actively develop soft skills also emerges in 

the findings. The greatest areas of overlap between employers and employees relates 

to ‘collaboration/teamwork’ and ‘communication/self-expression’. Perhaps remote 

working has impressed upon us how central effective relationships are to individual 

and organisational success. it bodes well that we want to get better at working 

together. 

The findings relating to pay arrangements point to the ongoing significance of 

perceptions of pay equity with employees placing a higher value on pay transparency 

than employers; 93% versus 58% respectively. This represents an opportunity 

for employers to derive greater return on their reward spend through enhancing 

communications regarding the relationship between pay and performance. 

Trends relating to work life balance are 

worthy of pause and reflection as only 51% 

of employees report positively on this feature 

of working life. Wider research on this topic 

shows that organisations who cultivate a 

work life balance reap the rewards in the 

form of increased productivity, improved 

morale, loyalty and a strong employer brand. 

additionally, this is an area that is becoming 

more regulated with organisations facing 

requirements to explicitly enable ‘switching 

off’. Widening the scope for remote working 

post CoviD is one tool to improve work life 

balance for some. however, employers may 

want to consider cultural practices regarding 

how work is organised and communicated 

and subsequent impacts on employees’ 

sense of autonomy and control over their 

working life. 

The School of Business is grateful to Clark for 

taking the step to create a learning community 

of local industry. We hope we can continue to 

learn from each other and understand how 

we can support our business community that 

is so central to all our own working lives. 

We wish you every success for 2021.

culturedr. jean cushen, associate professor, hrM. deputy head of School, accreditations School of Business, Maynooth university. 
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coMpany culture

tranSparency, engageMent, WayS of Working and reMote Working

training and developMent - eMployerStranSparency

employers:

employees:

58% of organisations 
believe it is important 
to be transparent 
about how pay levels 
are set

93% felt it was 
important for their 
employer to be 
transparent about 
how salary levels are 
set

16% of respondents 
are aware of a gender 
pay gap in their 
organisation

22% are aware of a 
gender pay gap within 
their organisation
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16% 

22% 

58% 

93% 

areas requiring expert advice or upskilling:
digital technology skills were identified as requiring significant upskilling and guidance. 
(with 93% requiring either some or significant guidance or upskilling).
leadership skills (84% requiring either some or significant guidance or upskilling).
Sustainable business practices (75% requiring either some or significant guidance or upskilling).

75% plan on providing 
training to their employees 

in the year ahead

With nearly 3/4 
(74%) being provided 

externally

88% of organisations 
provided staff training in 

the last year

88% 74% 75% 

37% of organisations engage with executive coaching        27% of organisations provide a mentoring programme

0 25 50 75 100

93% 
84% 
75% 

digital technology skills

leadership skills

Sustainable business practices
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37% of organisations engage with executive coaching        27% of organisations provide a mentoring programme

coMpany culture

reMote Working practiceS - eMployerS

prior to covid-19: 

37% had no 
remote working

18% allowed full 
remote working

41% allowed occasional 
remote working

during the pandeMic:

37% 60% 9% 18% 41% 
9% have no 

remote working
60% allow full 

remote working

reMote Working - eMployeeS

prior to covid-19:

67% had never worked remotely

24% worked remotely occasionally

6% worked remotely approx. half of the time

3% worked fully remotely

noW during the pandeMic:

46% are now working fully remotely
0 25 50 75 100

 
 

 

 

 

 

67% 
24% 

46% 

6% 
3% 

over half felt their work life 
balance was good or very 
good (51%)

The car is the most 
popular mode of transport 
to work – 73%
With the train used by 
13% of commuters

commuting times: 
69% have a daily commute 
of under 1 hour, while
17% commute for over 
2 hours

Work life Balance eMployeeS

73% 13% 

69% 17% 
x2
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“looking forWard, three developMental needS are conSiStently 
reported in the areaS of ‘digital BuSineSS’ (93%) ‘leaderShip SkillS’ 

(84%) and ‘SuStainaBle BuSineSS practiceS’ (75%). aS theSe areaS 
increaSingly pervade organiSational life, eMployerS recogniSe the 

value of expert led, upSkilling on theSe topicS.”
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Skill ShortageSBy allan Shine, ceo, county kildare chamber

the findings from the clark Workforce survey demonstrate the urgent need for government 
to provide specific funding for businesses so they are enabled to upskill their workforce. 
73% of employer respondents say they have experienced skill shortages in the past 12 
months. digital technology skills were identified as requiring significant upskilling and 
guidance. With the vast majority of the irish workforce now working and embracing 
working from home, businesses must embrace the advances of digital technology and 
ensure they manage their distributed workforces and leverage on tighter security as 
business data becomes a heightened concern for companies.

as a member of the Mid East Regional Skills Forum, the forum engages extensively with 
government and businesses in the region (Kildare, Wicklow, Meath) in order to:
•	 Provide	a	cohesive	structure	for	employers	and	the	further	and	higher	education
 system to work together in building the skills needs of the region
•	 Help	employers	better	understand	and	access	the	full	range	of	services	available
 across the education and training system
•	 Enhance	links	between	education	and	training	providers	in	planning	and	delivering
 programmes, reduce duplication and inform national funding decisions
•	 Facilitate	the	involvement	of	enterprise	stakeholders	in	a	collaborative	framework
 with education and training partners in the identification, development and delivery 
 of skills development responses 

County Kildare Chamber promotes and advocates for sustainable economic growth and 
productive employment. With rolling and evolving Covid restrictions, it becomes more 
important to ensure that jobs created are productive, inclusive and support a decent 
quality of life.

For economic growth to be sustainable, investment in life-long training and upskilling 
education are needed to provide decent work. County Kildare Chamber sit on the 
Chambers ireland Workplace and Skills Taskforce, we believe we are in the best position 
to safeguard decent work and economic growth by championing SDG 8 (UN Sustainable 
Development Goals - Goal 8 Decent work and economic growth). 

The Clark survey yields very interesting statistics in the soft skills area. Both employers 
and employees recognise the need for further investment in collaborative/teamwork 
areas. Businesses will need to invest in their staff this year in areas that may not be 
the “norm” for them. The workforce skill challenges have changed. Businesses now 

need to provide training and mentoring 
offerings on mental health, iT upskilling 
and areas such as work life balance 
and remote productivity seminars. The 
proposed National Remote Work Strategy 
by government commits to an acceleration 
of the National Broadband Plan, investment 
in remote hubs, reviewing tax treatment 
and introducing legislative changes on the 
rights to request remote working. What 
we need from government also is a fully 
funded programme on upskilling and 
reskilling our workforce. as we come out 
of this pandemic, we will need a resilient 
workforce that is ready and enabled for 
the new digital age.

County Kildare Chamber with our partners 
Maynooth University and Meath Enterprise 
have developed a bespoke innovation 
programme delivered by Maynooth 
University’s innovation value institute (ivi). 
it will support companies who are forced 
to re-think how they do business. The 
ReThink|ReDesign programme is unique in 
ireland. The initiative provides customised 
help for firms to rethink, redesign, and 
reboot their business models to recover 
from the disastrous economic disruption 
caused by CoviD 19, and the critical need 
to survive and thrive in a post-Brexit 
economic landscape. The Clark survey will 
feed into this programme as having up to 
date professional and qualified surveys 
can assist with this programme immensely.
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SkillS Set/Skill ShortageS - iMpact
key hiring challengeS ahead

1. Shortage of suitable candidates (48%)

2. Possible restrictions relating to 
 global pandemic (32%)

3. applicants with unrealistic 
 salary requirements (27%)

73% have experienced skill 
shortages in the last year.

74% have the talent they need to 
achieve current objectives.

    

74% 73%

talent and SkillS - eMployerS

half of all respondents felt skills shortages were affecting productivity. 

top 3 areaS Where SkillS ShortageS 
iMpacted eMployerS

1. ability to delivery projects (43%)

2. Growth/expansion (40%)

3. Productivity (36%)

4. Staff morale (22%) 
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64% 79% 60%

31% 24% 23%

talent and SkillS - eMployeeS
64% have the talent they need to achieve current objectives.

79% have experienced skill shortages in the last year.

60% felt skills shortages impacted on productivity.

57% felt skills shortages impacted on staff morale.

top 3 SpecialiSt SkillS MoSt needed in organiSationS
    1. operations (31%)              2. Digital Tech (24%)            3. Marketing (23%)

Digital technology skills were identified as requiring significant upskilling 
and guidance. Some upskilling required for Leadership skills, sustainable business 

practices and corporate governance.

57%
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SkillS Set/Skill ShortageS - iMpact

top 3 areaS Where SkillS ShortageS iMpacted BuSineSS
1. Staff Morale (57%)      2. Productivity (36%)      3. ability to deliver projects (35%)

the iMportance of Soft SkillS to eMployeeS
top Soft skills for employees:

1. Problem solving/critical thinking/logic (53.1%)

2. Collaboration/teamwork (51.9%)

3. Communication/self-expression (46.5%)

4. People Management (44.8%)

the iMportance of Soft SkillS to eMployerS - 
SkillS alWayS needed
top soft skills for employers:

1. Collaboration/teamwork (58.2%)

2. Communication and self-expression (57.9%)

3. Emotional awareness/resilience (55.9%) 

4. Problem solving/critical thinking/logic (52.3%)

SpecialiSt SkillS MoSt needed in a coMpany
1. Management/Leadership (47%)

2. operations (25%)
3. Project/Change Management (25%)

4. iT/infrastructure (25%)

57% 36% 35%
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53.1% 51.9% 46.5% 44.8%
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“BuSineSSeS MuSt eMBrace the advanceS of digital 
technology and enSure they Manage their diStriButed 

WorkforceS and leverage on tighter Security aS BuSineSS 
data BecoMeS a heightened concern for coMpanieS.”
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the survey carried out collaboratively with clark, Maynooth university, county kildare 
chamber and grant thornton has released interesting findings that will provide useful 
and timely insights for business leaders to consider when updating their people strategy 
for the coming year.

Being forced to adapt our ways of working has accelerated many trends that most 
workplaces were flirting with before the pandemic, and has proven that remote can 
work! This seismic shift has changed employee expectations, thereby forcing employers 
to redefine their Employee value Proposition in order to attract, retain, develop, and 
engage the talent they need to run their business.

So, what should employers consider, based on this survey results?
Remote working skills gap. Prior to Covid, 37% of employees had no remote working 
experience, and 41% had only occasional experience – meaning employees had to adapt 
quickly. But to move from surviving to thriving in a remote world of work, employers 
should consider training to bridge the skills shortage gap, and help employees adapt 
to the new working practices. half of all respondents felt skills shortages were affecting 
productivity, and the top three skills identified as requiring significant upskilling and 
guidance were; Digital Technology skills (93%), Leadership skills (84%), and Sustainable 
Business Practices (75%). Clearly employers need to put a plan in place to address 
these skill gaps.

Training and Skills. The good news is 75% of employers are planning on providing 
training to their employees in the year ahead. in addition to the skills gaps just 
mentioned, the survey also highlights the importance of soft skills to both employers 
and employees, remains high - collaboration/teamwork; communication; emotional 
awareness; resilience; problem solving and critical thinking were all identified in the 
survey. 

While these skills were important when we were working together, they are even more 
important while working apart, and employees need the opportunity to develop these 
skills tailored to working in a remote environment. When employees don’t have the 
skills they need, there is a detrimental impact on staff morale, productivity, and the 
ability to deliver projects.

Benefits. The benefit package has always been 
an important component of the Employee 
value Proposition, and employers should 
consider refreshing their benefits package to 
reflect the current priorities of the workforce. 
The top four factors which influence a job 
move are; work life balance (57%), career 
opportunities (54%), and location (51%), 
in addition to improved salary and benefits 
(68%). Employers must consider what they 
can offer to meet these needs if they wish to 
attract and retain the best talent.

While lots has changed in this new world 
of work, some of the foundations remain 
the same; attract the widest pool of talent 
possible by offering a proposition that people 
find compelling, train people in the skills 
they need to do their jobs well, and offer a 
competitive package so that employees feel 
valued and that they are treated fairly for the 
job they do. 

Remote working does require new or enhanced 
skills, and it is important that employers 
adapt to the changing needs and expectations 
of their workforce by understanding what 
their needs are and then meeting them. The 
Government’s new National Remote Strategy 
published on Friday 15 January will drive a 
lot of this change over the next couple of 
years, and as they say, this has the potential 
to fundamentally change the nature of where, 
how, when and why people work.

the future of WorkBy patrick gallen, partner, people & change consulting, grant thornton
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Salary guide

18

“aS We coMe out of thiS pandeMic, We Will need a reSilient 
Workforce that iS ready and enaBled for the neW digital age.”
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huMan reSourceS 
& training
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

hR vP – Director 80-95k 95-110k 120k +

Senior hR Manager/Senior hR Business Partner 60-70k 75-85k 90k +

hR Manager/hR Business Partner 40-50k 50-65k 65k +

hR advisor 34-40k 40-45k 50k +

hR Generalist/hR officer 30-38k 38-45k 45k +

hR administrator 25-28k 28-35k 35k +

L&D Manager 50-55k 60-65k 70k +

L&D Specialist 32-35k 38-45k 45k +

C&B/Reward Manager 60-70k 75-85k 85k +

C&B/Reward Specialist 30-40k 45-50k  55k +

hR iS Manager 45-50k 55-65k 70k +

hR iS analyst 35-40k 45-50k 65k +

oD Manager/Change Manager 70-80k 85-95k 100k +

Employee Relations Manager 55-60k 60-70k 75k +

Employee Relations Specialist 35-40k 45-50k 55k +

Global Mobility Manager 50-55k 60-70k 90k +

Global Mobility Specialist 40-45k 50-55k 60k +

Talent acquisition/Recruitment Manager 45-55k 60-70k 75k +

Talent acquisition/Recruitment Specialist 28-32k 35-40k 45k +

Talent acquisition/Recruitment Coordinator 25-28k 30-35k 40k +

huMan reSourceS & training   

20
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accountancy

huMan reSourceS & training   
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Financial Director 90-105k 105-125k 125k +

Financial Controller 75-85k 85-95k 100k +

Qualified accountant 46-52k 52-55k 56k +

Project accountant 67-70k 70-75k 75k +

Cost accountant 42-45k 45-49k 49k +

Financial accountant 49-54k 54-57k 57k +

Financial analyst 49-54k 54-57k 57k +

Tax accountant 45-50k 50-53k 53k +

internal audit 43-45k 45-50k 55k +

audit Manager 67-70k 70-75k 75k +

audit Senior 38-43k 43-46k 46k+

audit Junior 20-25k - -

Part-Qualified accountant 27-30k 30-36k 36k +

accounts Supervisor 35-38k 38-42k 42k +

accounts Technician 26-30k 29-34k 34k +

accounts Payable Clerk 26-30k 29-34k 34k +

accounts Receivable Clerk 26-29k 29-34k 34k +

Credit Controller 32-37k 37-40k 40k +

General accounts Clerk 26-30k 29-34k 34k +

Payroll Specialist 35-37k 37-40k 42k +

General book-keeper 28-34k 34-36k 36k +

accountancy 

22
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SaleS

accountancy 

22 23
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job title  Basic earnings

Sales Director  85-110k 100-130k

Sales Manager  75-90k 90-100k

Key account Manager  40-50k  55-65k

Field Sales Executive  30-40k 40-50k

Business Development Manager  40-50k  45-65k

Business Development Executive  28-35k 35-50k

inside Sales/Telesales Team lead  30-40k 38-48k

inside Sales/Telesales Executive (0-2 years)  25-28k 30-38k

SaleS 

“the top four factorS Which influence a joB Move are; 
Work life Balance (57%), career opportunitieS (54%), 
and location (51%), in addition to iMproved Salary 
and BenefitS (68%).”

24
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Marketing

SaleS 
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Marketing Director 70-80k 75-90k 85-100k

E Commerce, Digital/Marketing/Brand Manager 60-70k 70-80k 80-90k

activation/Trade Marketing Manager 35-40k 40-45k 45-60k

Channel Marketing Manager 32-35k 35-42k 42-55k

Customer Marketing Manager 32-35k 35-42k 42-55k

Senior Project Manager 40-50k 50-60k 60-70k

Project Manager 23-28k 28-35k 35-40k

Senior Category Manager 45-50k 50-55k 55-65k

Category Manager 35-43k 43-50k 50-55k

Category Executive 25-28k 28-35k 35-40k

E Commerce, Digital/Marketing/Brand Executive 30-40k 40-50k 50-65k

Marketing assistant/Digital Marketing assistant 20-24k 24-26k 26-30k

Marketing analyst 23-28k 28-35k 30-40k

Marketing

“the governMent’S neW national reMote Strategy 
puBliShed on friday 15 january Will drive a lot of 
thiS change over the next couple of yearS and thiS 
haS the potential to fundaMentally change the nature 
of Where, hoW, When and Why people Work.”
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

office Manager 25-27k 27-35k 35k+

Executive assistant/Executive Secretary 30-33k 35-40k 45k+

Senior administrator 25-28k 30-35k 35k +

administrator 22-26k 27-30k  30-37k

Project administrator 25-28k 30-35k 35k +

Receptionist 24-28k 30-31k 30k +

Sales administrator 25-28k 30-35k 35k+

Call Centre Manager 55-60k 65-70k 80k +

Customer Service Manager 35-38k 40-45k 50k +

Customer Service Team Lead 25-27k 28-32k 32k+

Customer Service Representative  24-26k 28-32k 32-35k

Bilingual Customer Service Representative  23-25k 26-28k 30-32k

Data Entry Clerk 22-24k 26-28k 30k+

office Junior 21-28k - -

BuSineSS Support 

“to Move froM Surviving to thriving in a reMote World 
of Work, eMployerS Should conSider training to Bridge 
the SkillS Shortage gap, and help eMployeeS adapt to 
the neW Working practiceS.”
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Environmental Manager 45-55k 55-65k 65-80k

Environmental Engineer 40-45k 45-55k 55-60k

Environmental Technician 30-32K 40k+ 45-50k

health & Safety Manager 45-50k 55-60k 65k +

health & Safety Engineer 30-35k 40-45k 50-55k

health & Safety officer 28-32k 38-45k 50-55k

Quality Manager 50-55k 55-65k 65k +

Quality Technician 30-32k 32-38k 38-40k

environMental, health & Safety, Quality

“the top three SkillS identified aS reQuiring Significant 
upSkilling and guidance Were; digital technology SkillS 
(93%), leaderShip SkillS (84%), and SuStainaBle BuSineSS 
practiceS (75%).”
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

General Manager 90-100k 100-120k 120k +

operations Manager 60-70k 70-80k 100k +

Plant Manager 60-65k 65-75k 80-95k

Production Manager 45-50k 55-60k 65k +

Engineering Manager 60-65k 65-70k 80-95k

Maintenance Manager 50-55k 60-55k 65-70k

Continuous improvement Manager 45-55k 55-65k 65-80k

NPD Manager 40-45k 45-55k 55-65k

Technical Manager 50-55k 60-65k 65-70k

Project Manager 55-60k 60-65k 65-70k

Design Manager 40-45k 45-55k 55-60k

Manufacturing

“When eMployeeS don’t have the SkillS they need, 
there iS a detriMental iMpact on Staff Morale, 
productivity, and the aBility to deliver projectS.”
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Project Director 80k 85-90k 100k+

Design Manager 70-75k 75-80k 80-85k

Project Manager 60k + 65-70k 75-80k

Planner 35k 45-50k 50k +

Civil Engineer 32k+ 40-45K 50-55k

Mechanical Engineer 32-36k 40-45k 50-55k

Electrical Engineer 32k + 40-45k 50k +

Building Services Engineer 30-35k 40-45k 50-55k

Road/highway Engineer 28-30k 35-40k 40-45k

BiM Coordinator 28-30k 35-40k 40-45k

Water/Wastewater Engineer 32k + 40-45k 50k +

Geotechnical Engineer 32k + 40-45k 50k +

Environmental Engineer 45k + 50k + 60k +

CaD/Revit/Microstation Technician 30-32K 40k+ 45-50k

architect 30-35k 40-45k 50-55k

architect Technician 28k+ 32-38k 40-45k

engineering - conStruction   

“BuSineSSeS Will need to inveSt in their Staff thiS 
year in areaS that May not Be the “norM” for theM.  
the Workforce Skill challengeS have changed.”  
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Project Engineer 35-40k 45-50k 50k +

Lean Six Sigma Engineer 35-40k 40-50k 50-65k

Continuous improvement Engineer 35-38k 45-50k 55k +

Process Engineer 35-38k 45-50k 55k +

Manufacturing Engineer 35-38k 38-53k 55-70k

Quality Engineer 35-40k 40-50k 50-60k

health & Safety Engineer 28-32k 38-45k 50-55k

Environmental Engineer 35-38k 45-50k 55k +

NPD Technologist 25-30k 30-40k 40-45k

Qa Technician 30-32k 32-38k 38-40k

QC Technician 27-30k 30k 30-35k

Commissioning Engineer 35-40k 45-50k 50k +

validation Engineer 35-40k 45-50k 50k +

Control/automation Engineer 40-45k 45-55k 55-60k

Maintenance Engineer 35-40k 45-50k 50k +

Maintenance Technician 32-35k 35-38k 38k

engineering - production & Manufacturing

“the paSt year haS puShed eMployerS and eMployeeS to adapt 
rapidly to neW WayS of Working. With agility and adaptaBility 
coMing to the fore, it iS encouraging to See that training 
and developMent, a MainStay of econoMic coMpetitiveneSS, 
haS reMained high on kildare eMployer’S agendaS”
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Supply Chain Director 80-90k 90-100k 100k +

Supply Chain Manager 45-55k 55-75k 75k +

Supply Chain Specialist 32-38k 38-43k 43k +

Supply Chain analyst 32-38k 38-43k 43k +

head of Procurement 80-85k 85-90k 90k +

Procurement/Purchasing Manager 38-55k 55-70k 70k +

Procurement/Purchasing Specialist 37-43k 43-50k 50k +

Buying Manager 55-60k 60-65k 65-80k

Senior Buyer 37-43k 43-50k 50k +

Buyer 28-35k 35-42k 42k +

Purchasing Manager 55-60k 60-65k 65-80k

Purchasing Specialist 28-35k 35-42k 42k +

Commodity/Category Manager 55-60k 60-65k 65-80k

vendor Manager 35-40k 40-50k 50-65k

Materials Manager 35-40k 40-50k 50-65k

inventory Manager 35-40k 40-50k 50-65k

inventory analyst 32-38k 38-43k 43k +

Planning Manager 60-70k + 60-70k + 70-80k +

Master Scheduler 45-50k 50-55k 55-60k

Demand/Supply Manager 33-42k + 42-50k + 50k +

Production Planner 33-42k + 42-50k + 50k +

Buyer/Planner 40-45k 45-50k 50-55k

Supply chain
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Director of operations 80-90k 90-100k 100k +

Plant/operations Manager 38-45k 45-55k 55-60k

Logistics Manager 40-45k 45-50k 50-55k

Logistics Coordinator 28-33k 33-38k 38k +

Warehouse Manager 35-45k 45-50k 50k +

Warehouse Supervisor 32-37k 37-43k 43-48k

Stock Control Manager 37-42k 42-50k 50-60k

inventory Controller 32-35k 35-40k 40-45k

Transport/Distribution Manager 40-45k 50-55k 55-60k

Transport Supervisor 32-37k 37-43k 43-48k

Shipping Manager 38-55k 55-70k 70k +

Freight Forwarding 24-27k 27-33k 33-40k

Freight Specialist 37-43k 43-50k 50k +

logiSticS

“Wider reSearch ShoWS that organiSationS Who 
cultivate a Work life Balance reap the reWardS in 
the forM of increaSed productivity, iMproved Morale, 
loyalty and a Strong eMployer Brand.”  
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

iT Director/head of iT (EMEa/Global) 100-110k 110-130k 130k +

iT Manager 85-95k 100-110k 110k +

Programme Manager 90-95k 100-110k 110k +

Senior Project Manager 65-70k 70-75k 75-90k

Project Manager (mid-level) 45-50k 50-55k 65-75k

Software Product Manager 45-60k 60-80k 80k +

Software Engineering Development Manager 75-85k 80-95k 90-110k 

Technical architect 70-80k 80-90k 90-110k 

Technical Team lead 70-80k 80-90k 90k +

Senior Specialist Developer 30-35k 35-60k 65-80k 

Mid-level Developer 30-40k 40-50k 50-65k 

Junior Developer 25-35k 35-45k 45-55k 

Business advisory Consultant 55-60k 60-70k 75-85k

Business Process analyst/Consultant 30-35k 35-45k 45-60k+

Business Solutions architect 75-85k 80-95k 90-110k +

Qa Test Manager 55-65k 65-75k 75-85k

Qa Test Lead 40-45k 45-55k 55k

Software Test/Qa Engineer 30-35k 35-45k 45-55k

Qa automation Engineer 30-35k 35-45k 45-60k

Data Engineer 30-35k 35-60k 65-80k +

Data Scientist 40-55k 55-75k 75-90k +

Machine learning Software Engineer 50-60k 60-70k 70-85k 

Data architect - - 65-90k +

it it (continued)
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job title 1-2 years exp 3-5 years exp 5 years + exp

Database Developer 30-40k 45-60k 60-75k +

Database administrator 30-40k 45-60k 60-75k +

Dev/ops Platform Engineer 30-40k 40-60k 60-75k +

Cloud infrastructure architect 80-90k 90-100k 100k +

iT Systems administrator 33-36k 40-45k 42-50k

iT Systems Engineer 25-30k 35-45k 50k +

Unix/Linux System administrator 33-36k 40-45k 50k +

Network Engineer 25-30k 35-45k 50k +

helpdesk Support 22-25k 30-35k 35-40k +

applications Support Consultant 40-45k 45-55k 60k 

Service Delivery Manager 65-75k 75-80k 80k +

Storage/SaN Engineer 45-50k 55-60k 60k +

Service desk/helpdesk lead 45-50k 55-60k 60k +

Chief information Security officer 100-110k 110-130k 130k +

information Security Consultant 30-35k 35-60k 65-80k +

information Security officer 60-70k 70-80k 95k+

iT auditor 60-65k 65-70k 70-75k

iT Risk/Compliance Consultant 45-50k 60-70k 70k +

information Security architect 60-70k 70-80k 95k+

iT Compliance Specialist 30-36k  40-55k 55k +

Network Security architect 75-80k 80-85k 85-90k+

Cyber Security analyst 28-32k  32-50k 50k +

information Security Engineer 30-36k  40-55k 55k +

it it (continued)
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